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AERONAUTICS
CORRELATION OF ENGINE-COOLING DATA
By D. E. Brimley and Maurice J. Brevoort
SUMMARY
A method of correlathg engine-cooling data and Its
application tc a representative engine-cooling test is
presented. Consideration is made-of the effects of alti-
tude on tileengine-cooling perfamance. The correlation
equations are developed so that application to specifio
engine-cooling problems is simple and direot.
The essentials of the correlation method are:
1. The rate of heat flow from the combustion gases
to tinebngine cyiinder is equated to a function of the
indicated horsepower corrected for fuel-air ratio, several
temperatures, and the exhaust back pressure. This treat-
ment simplifies the application c. the co~relation method
to the calculation of engine-cooling performance under
any conditions.
2. Temperature differences are employed which closely
approach the effective values.
3. The weight flow of coollng air is related to the
loss of total pressure and to the air density at the rear
or the engine.
A section is included on s~ertiental procedure.
An exsmple of determining the coolhg-pressure loss for.
,givenengine-operating conditions at altitude is given.
INTRODUCTION
The NACA currently uses a method of correlation of .
engine-cooling data based on references 1 and 2. Good
results have been obtained by use of this method in
predicting low-altitude cooling perForznanceon the basis
8f wind-tunnel tests. For sane time It has been generally
u —.
.. .
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recogn~zed that modifications to the method are needed
for high-altitude englna-cooling correlation and much
-work has been done on the problem. References 3 and )+
are representative examples of the recent work.
References 3, h, ~, and 6 indicate that for cooling
correlation over.a wide range of altitudes, the tempera-
ture rise of the coolhg air must be known in addition to
the variables considered in references 1 and 2. The
present report introduces the temperature-rise variable
in a simple and direct menner by use of tinerelation in
which the heat absorbed by the cooling air is equ~ted to
the product of the wei~t flow, specific heat, and tempera-
ture rise of the cooling air. The report gives additional
analytical justification for the genarel belier that the
weight flnw of cooling air is determined uniquely by the
pressure drop across the cylinder and the air density at
the rear of the engine.
The variable of principal interest to the engine
manufacturers and operators on the hot-gas side of’the
cylinder is the engine power. To a first approximation,
the heat flow is a function of engine power. The corre-
lation method presented equates heat flow on the hot-gas
side of the cylinder to a function of engine power modi-
fied for the effect of fuel-air ratio, several temperature%
and the exhaust back pressure. If additional factors are
discovered In the future which affect the rate of heat
flow on the hot-gas side of the cylinder, they may be
conveniently included as modifying factors to the engine
pow9r.
The treatment of the heat flow on the hot-gas side
of the cylinder eliminates the need for the concept of
the mean effective hot-gas temperature which was intro-
duced in references 1 and 2. This concept has a useful
physical significance and has been employed in the report
to obtain correction factors, but, because it is an
integrated quantity over the four engine cycles involving
temperature, flow, and area, it cannot be neasured directly.
The method proposed in this paper for the correlation of
engine-cooling data employs f~c-torswhich may all be
di~ectly measured. - -
The report makes no recommendation
measurement of the various temperatures
needed for complete correlation. It iS
on the method
and pressures
pointed out,
of
hm S!moL5A17
however, that
rise variable
., prdssurb’loss
letion tests.
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introduction of the coolinK-air temperature-
ellminates the nece’slty OF sqparat~ constant
and constant engine power runs In the corre-
CP
specific
pound
Cls C2S c3# C4S Crj
cF/A fuel-air
F/A fuel-air
5YMBoLS
beet at constant pressure, Btu per
per.*F
empirical constants
correction factor
ratiio
h heat-transfer coefficient, Btu per second
per squsre foot per ‘F
H rate of heat flow, Btu per second
I indicated horsepower
Ie effective indicated horsepower
KIs K22 K3 empirical constants
m, n empirical exponents
PO standard pressure, 2~.g inches
P total pressure of cooling air,
of mercury
inches of
mercury
Al? total baffle
APe “exhaustback
mercury
Apex total baffle
water
APf total baffle
APm total baffle
of water
pressure loss, inohes of water
pressure minus 30, inches of”
exit pressure loss, inches of
friction loss, inches of water
momentum pressure loss, inches
[ — . — . .
4Qav
s
%
T
Te
%
Tm
AT
AT1
ATa
ATh
ATm
Wc
xv Y
mean dynamic
of water
mean dynamic
inches of
mean dynad.c
of water
m m. 15A17
pressure in f’in passages, Inches
pressure in baffle entrance,
water
pressure in baffle exit, inches
engine surface area, square feet
standard temperature, 59° F
temperature of cooling air, ‘F
average engine temperature, ‘F
representative measured engine temperature, ‘F
inlet msnlfold charge temperature, ‘F
~ - T4, ‘F
Th - Tl, ‘F
‘4
- Tl, ‘F
% - 400, ‘F
Tm - 250, ‘F
weight flow of’cooling ah, pounds per second
empirical exponents
ratio of’air density to standard alr density
subscripts:
av average
1, 2, 3, k refer to station numbers shown in figure 1
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Figure l.- Diagram of engine station numbers.
ANALYSIS
Heat F1OW f%om the “cooling-AirSide of the Cylinder
The heat flow referred to in this paper Is that
which Is transferred to the cooling air whloh passes
through the fin passages and baffles and exits.at the
rear of’the engine. The heat flow measured by the tem-
perature change of the cooling air Is
c,(T)++H=WC
.- . .
(1)
The heat flow may also’be wrttten in terns of the
heat-transfer coefficient, total ooollng-surface area,
and temperature difference between the surface and the
.—
6I
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cooling air as follows:
H= M (Te - ‘J
For a given engine
s = K1
(2) “
(3)
Amlyticelly the determination of h involves an
averaging of the individual values of h around the
cylinder with widely different flow conditions. ~piri-
cally to a sufficient degree of accuracy for thfs paper
h= ,YK2 Vic (4)
The temperature difference to be used in equation (2)
should be the mean temperature difference existing between
linehot metal cylinder and ~ins and the cold air flowing
through the coollng-alr passages. This mean value is not
easily determined. For low-altitude engine-cooling corre-
lation, good correlation was obtained with the temperature
difference Th - T1. It Is generally understood that for
correlation over a range of altit-~desa temperature dif-
ference must be used which approximates the effective
average temperature dif~erence.
.
Figure 2 is drawn for an idealized case showing the
engine and cooling-air temperatures along the fin passages
for a high-altitude and low-altltude condition. It iS
apparent.from the figure that for a given engine tempera-
ture measured at the rear of the cylinder the average
engine temperature 1s lower at high altitudes.
.,
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Iok 350’
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Figure 2.- W@ne and cooling-air
~emperaturea dlong the fin-passages.
It may also be noted from figure 2 that an error
will be introduced in the correlation If the temperature .
dlf’ferencebetween the rear engine temperature and inlet
cooling air is used instead of the maan temperature dif-
ference between the engine and the cooling air.
For purposes of this correlation the average cylin-
der and fin temperature Is defined as
ATa
Te =Th-~ (5)
where Th Is a representative engine head temperature
measured near the rear of the cylinder and ATa is the
cooling-air temperature rise. The representative engine
temperature may be We average re~r spark-plug tempera-
, ture or the average temperature of a number of themno-
couples tibedded h the cylinders at’”specifiedlocations.
For the idealized case shown in figure 2, Te is the
exact arlthmetlo mean temperature. For an aotual engine,
Te can only be regarded as an approximation which
approaches the effective average temperature. ..
-—.
8The average cooling-air
Tav = T1
Combining equations (5)
T4 -Tl” In place of ATa,
temperature
ATa
+ Z--
and (6) and
AT =Te-Tav= ~-T~
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approximately
(6)
substituting
(7)
SubstitutMg equations (3), (k), and (7) in equa-
tion (2) and K3 for K1 x K2, equation (2) becomes
(8)
Coollng-Alr Pressure Loss
The cooling-air pressure ”loss is usually measured
as the difference between the total pressure ahead of the
engine at station 1 and the static pressure behind the
engine at station 4. Since the directed dynamic pressure
at these two stations Is small, the total-pressure loss
is almost the same as the static-pressure loss. The
following pressure-loss equations are for total-pressure
losses.
Between stations 1 and 2 the total-pressure loss is
usually negligible. The pressure losses between stations 2
and 3 are due to friction-pressure loss end acceleration-
pressure loss. Useful approximate equations for these
pressure losses are:
()APf Q qav ~ & WC2
Between stations 3 and 4 an expansion
pressure loss occurs. This is the largest
(9)
(lo)
and mixing
pressure loss ‘
—. —-- ——
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between stations 1 and &
given approximately by the
(See refererme 5.) It is
followlng equation:
9
APex () lR2aq3=uj ~3
(n)
In each
controlling
of
a
equations (9), (10), and (11), the
is” az. An analytical summation of
equations (9), (10}, ‘md”(”ll)written In temm of the
engine-operating conditions is usually quite c~pli-
cated. Several pa era have been written on the subject.
7Since equations (9 , (10), and (11) are siqilar in form
and aZ is the controlling density in each equation,
recentzattention has been directed to the establishment
of an empirical relation between
‘3’ % and the over-
all pressure loss.
It is difficult to measure the value of ~z. Ref-
erence 6 shows tha~ for an abrupt expansion in ;hich the
ratio of upstream area to downstream area is 0.1613,
the density change for all Mach numbers is zero. For
expansion area ratios.near this value, the density change
is small. For the usual aircraft engine the ratio of
the free area in the fin passages at the baffle exit to -
the total area behind the engine is in this region. The
density ratio cf4 may therefore be used in place of
a3
with little error.
The following approxtintion may be accurate for
correlation purposes over a considerable range of’fluid
flows and amounts of’heat flow:
@@x = K~ WC . (12)
This approximation is suggested in reference 3 and indi-
cated in reference L, page 17, paragraph 4.. Experimental
confirmation of the relation for the case of a single
cylinder operating under altitude-simulated conditions
on a test stand is given in reference 7.
— — . --- .. . —. -—. .
11
I
10
Combining equations (8) and (12),
H = c&@p)m @h - ‘4)
Combining equations (1] and (12),
H = c2@4~p)x(T4 - %)
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(13)
.
(14)
Heat Flow on the Hot-Gas Side of the Cylinder
On an actual engine there are many factors hflu-
encing the heat flow from the hot combustion gases to
the cylinder walls. The difficulty in correlation is In
recognizing and isolating the Important factors and in
measuring their individual effbcts with accuracy. .
Past work has shown that for a given engine instal-
lation, to a rough approximation, the heat flow 1s a
function of the engine power. Another important factor
is the fuel-air ratio. Other factors influence the heat
flow to a lesser extent. At this time some of the other
contributing factors which are recognized are the mani-
fold pressure and temperature, engine speed, engine-
operatlng temperature, cylinder temperature distribution,
and manifold back pressure. Faotors such as valve and
spark timing, fuel type, cylinder geometry, and compres-
sion ratio are important In the heat fl-owfrom the hot
gases to the cylinder; but, for a given engine installa-
tion with standardized fuel, these latter factors are
constant and do not require consideration or measurement
in the correlation procedure.
References 1 and 2 and muoh subsequent work done by
the NACA have treated the heat flow on the hot-gas side
of the cylinder in a manner similar to the treatment of
the heat flow on the coollng-air side of the cylinder
introducing the concept of the mean effective hot-gas
temperature which is a function of several variables.
In the interests of simplification and directness the
following relationship is proposed:
H= C3 Ien (15)
I
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where Ie is the Indicated horsepower mtiltiplledby
oorrectlon factors for F/A, Ths Tms AT1s and Ape.
.
The”tiori%c-tlon‘fktitor”fobF/A may in extreme cases “
introduce a change of’@ percent In the value of Ie.
The range of v&iation of the other variables Is usually
small and consequently the corrections for the other
variables are not large. A ~scusslon of the values of
the oorreotion factors and their relative importance Is
included in the section below onexperimental prooedure.
/
{t
,1: “
@m9ral correlation Equations
1,
!!.”. Equations (13”)and (14.)“maybe combined with equa-
tion (15) to give the following general correlation
equations by eliminating H:
@4A9x (T/+- T,)= C5 Ien
.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Evaluation of’the Constants and Exponents
of’the Correlation Equations
(16)
(17)
The exponents m, n, and x and the constapts C4
and CQ of’the correlation equations, (1.6) and (17),
must b~ experh”ntally evaluated for each engine
Installation.
Sinoe the measurement of u~, and the cooling-air
temperature rise was ‘nqt’oonside~ed essential for suc-
cessful correlation of engine-cooling data’ror lcsw-
altltude operation, ne published data are available to
cheek completely the method of correlation presented
above. Recently publlshed papers on engine-cooling
correlation have shown the necessity for measurement
of
‘k and ATa and it Is to be hoped that complete
.
.
. ———— — —.
-m-l-mm 11m 1 1 m 11 1 —mm-m m m m III mmmmmmmm I 1 ‘1 “ “=”’’-==” ‘
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data will soon be available. The representative example
given in this aeotion does not apply to any given engine.
The range of variation for the exponents has been calcu-
lated from a number of recently published data reports
with an estimated allowance for the effects of u
ATa
~ and
included. ,
,
The following correlation procedure is suggested:
The exponent x may be evaluated by conducting a
flow test upon a cold engine. The pressure drop across
the engine may be varied and the weight flow of cooling
air measured. The exponent x is the slope of the line
obtained by plotting Wc against U AP on log log
4
coordinates. In the representative example of this type
of test shown in figure 3, the value of x iS 0.56.
1
.— .——— ....-..— [
2> r‘-----nTFrT V“e=
.Y’l 1111/1[ “Ii ‘
2 -n 5-t~’ 9 lo—3 15 20 ,
u Ap, in. H20
4
I II
:’
I
II
I .-.-— —— —. ——. J
Figure 3.- Cooling-air flow versus pressure drop.
~I
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TMS value is .obtalne.dLn ref.eren~gs3.pnd 6. In the
presant state of the art of.buildm~ aircraft engines,
the range of veriation of this expcnent is from about
0.55 to 0.59. Considel*ablechanges in the finning and
baffling and length-diameter ratio of the fin passages
would not appreciably chan~e the value of x.;
!.k Nhe next step in the experimental procedure 1s toconduct a wind-tunnel or test-stand test in which theindioated horsepower Is vavied bver a considerable rangewith the fuel-air ratio held at a convenient constant
I
referenoe value. Nhen equilibrium conditions exist,
ti~p,pl, AP, Tl, T~.sTm~ ThJ and APe are measured.
\ The correction factor for fuel-sir ratio may be taken
* equal to 1.0 when F/A -is h61d at the reference value.
The other correction f’actorsmay be estimeted as shown
below.
Using the data obtained,
plotted against Ie
~4Ap)x (TL - Tl) mw be
on log log coordinates and tke
exponent n and the constant CA may be determined.
An example of this type of plot is shown in figure ~ in
. - -- ---- - --- -. ---- .. .-.-. . --- —- —-. -— ---- —------
Ii
;
i
Ha
Q
U3
.
I I 19, kP “ . .— —.—- — -..-—-———.
(.)FiWe 4.-ATa 04dP 3.5k versus 18. . ‘.
#
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which n is equal Ito0.63. The range of’variation of n
is from about 0.59 to 0.67. Such things as compression
ratio, sparlqand valve timing will affect the value of n.
The constant C5 IS shown equal to 2.18. Tim value of
c= varies considerably between different engine
i~stallations.
The exponent m and the constant C4 may next be
determined by plottlng Iem\fTh - T4) against ~4AP on
log log coordinates. The ~x~onent “m is shown In f~g.
ure 5 to be equal to 0.33. If engine fins are made
wider and the fin spacing is narrower, m will be smaller,
but progress that can be made in this direction is limlte&
The value of m changes very slowly with respect to fln
width and spacing.
,— — - .-— -.. —.——.——-.— —.
I
—-
1
i
1
I
‘l cJ4Ap,in. H20.—
Figure 5.- 0 AP4
as a function of 19 /
o-63 ATO
The value of C4, shown to be equal to 6.oo, varies
considerably between engine installations.
\
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The next .test--lsto determine-.-theef’i’ect.,of.fuel-
.,
air ratio upon the heat flow. Several test points may
be obtained with variable fuel-air ratio.measuring ihp,
. 0 AP$ ATD etc.4 By equation (16),
.
[1
, =“” ~
e= C4
(18)
By definition 10 is thb measured indicated horsepower
times the correction factors for F/A, ~, TmS ATIE and
APe. Accordingly the correction factor. for F/A may be
written:
CF,P[y]’/n .ihp times corrections for
%s Tm, AT1, and APe
(19)
A typical.test curve of cF/A versus F/A is shown In
figure 6. . .
I
...-..-.——.. ——-— .——
i
I
1 s ,- - --- .-—---- .-. —.-— -—- 1-
.-=
k “‘
i I
+
/’ J“-: ‘,. .. - .J
1. -- .–
+ --
+
..K i
99 ““-
I “..
9
~ ~~ ‘Q
-
. . . .
.7. ---
.-+I ..1 -j
.05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 ~
F/A .
I
I
I
Figure 6.- Correction factor for fuel-air
ratio.
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Correction Factors for TPS %S ATIJ and 4Pe
Obviously it is not possible in the preceding tests
to hold the values of ~, ~, AT1, and APe constant
while the tests are being run to detemine the exponents
and constants of the correlation equetions. Feasible
corrections can be applied by the results of past experi-
ence since the range of variation of these is not large
during a test run and because the correction factors
themselves are nearly equal to 1.0.
The effective average temperature of the charge air
for heat-transfer purposes is about 16000 F absolute.
(See references 1 and 2.) Most modern engines operate
with average rear-cylinder temperatures about equal to
900° F absolute. A 50° difference In either of these
temperatures thus causes roughly a 7-percent change In” .
the average effective temperature dtiference between the
cylinder head.and the hot combustion gases. A 1° change
in the manifold temperature catisesa change of about
0.8° in the effective average hot-gas temperature.
Accordingly a correction factor for Tm may be ev&lu8ted
as is shown in figure 7. Any convenient value of Tm
may be chosen as the reference value at which the correc. .
tion is 1.0. The reference value shown in f’lgure7 1s
2500 F. This is a value near that at which the usual
engine operates. It will be noticed that foq a 50° change
in the manifold temperature%an error of 20 percent in the
correction factor for T will cause an error of less
than 1 percent in the ca!?culatedheat dissipation. For
most purposes the correction factor for Tm shown in
figure 7 will serve for all engine-cooli~- testso If it
is believed that Tm for a given engine has an unusual
effect on the heat dissipation, the correction factor of
figure 7 may be used in the correlation tests to establish
the constants and exponents of the equations and then the
engine may be tested specifically for the effect of Tm”
by varying It over a wide range and determining the
resulting correction in a manner similar to the way in
which the c~rrection for F/A was established.
The same procedure maybe used with the-remaining
corrections given in the following discussion as is done
in determining the correction factor for Tm.
I
i
.. . I
I
I
I
I
i
i
. .
,
1.20 .
“h. -’ ~
.— - —. —— .-.
1.10 —
+;
.— -—.-
1.00 ——
.90 —— .. —.. -
~- ---! I
.. 1 I
l 80 ~.--...-~
100 200 . 300 400
Tw. ‘F .
Figure 7.- Correction factor for Tm.
The oorrectlon factor for Th ts shown in f~gUrO 80
..__ J_.__.+_+_...801
300 350 500
Th, ‘F
— ——. -— . .—
Figure 8.- Correction faotor for Th.
d--:!),~,,..,
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-.,.
I
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This
for
correction was determined in the same manner as that
Tm~ on the basis of the usual existing temperature
dlffer=nce between the hot-gas temperature and the o@indar.
Usually ~ 1s not the average of front and rear
engine-cylinder temperatures but is a temperature measured
near the rear of the cylinder, Like many other faotors
which enter into the cooling picture an integrated average
cylinder temperature Is physically significant but cannot
be successfully measured. The fin temperatures near the
front of the cylinders may approach the entrance cooling-
air temperature while the rear spark-plug-gasket tempera-
ture may be as hot as 500° F. As the temperature of the
cooling air decreases, the relative weight flow of cooling
air required for adequate engine.cooling also decreases.
The temperature change of the cooling air will increase.
It is evident that these changes which occur as the flight
altitude Increases will cause a change In the temperature
distribution Ground the cylhder which results in a larger
difference between the average cylinder temperature and
the temp.eratu.reTh measured at the rear of the cylinder.
(See fig. 2. ) Therefore, for a given value of Th, as
T1 decreases, a greater over-all temperature difference
exists between the hot combustion gases and the engine
cyllnder. The correction factor for AT
1
shown in
figure 9 accounts for this effect which s small for
——.— —.— —-.— --—. - —— .— . —- -.— —- -... ----- :
; i
I
~
I
i
I
1
I
l.lO:--–”–---”-- --m ‘-- ------- – -—-”— -@--.T
I ~
----- -“’
._ ...—--
t
1.00 —~ 1-
1
—--..—.---.—..-. .- ..I
i
1
I
J-’
I i
.90;.-— ------- -.—.-— --— —— — -,.-1
I
!
i
I
, 8(3L .—__ —.— ‘
300 350 ‘—400 450
AT1, OF
Figure 9..- Correction factor for AT1.
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sqa-level tests but important at high altitudes.. The
.-
magmitude of this oorreotion”was qsttiated on the basis
of’”the idealized case shown.in.figure 2.. .
The oorreition factor for APe is shown in fig-
ure 10. A variation of 15 inches of mercury in the back
.
p~essure oauses a ohange in the heat dissipation of
6$ percent. This correction 18 dete~ined from recent
unpublished test data. “
1.10
1.00
.90
. so
I—-.
.—.— -
——-r—–-””
i /“
+-- I
T
/-- ,//
../ i“
[—.—-—.— .-.— -—---!.— .-—
-23 -10 0 10
APe, in. Hg
i
I
I
I
F~gure 10..-Correction factor for” Apes
. . .
r
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAh&E” .
With the engine-cooling-correlationcurves of equa-
tions (16) qnd (17) established by methods developed in
the section on experimental prooedure, it is desirable
to present the oooling-perfamance Infomuation in a form
that will be most useful to tineengine designers and
operators. The example given in this section shows the
mm, m, ,, . , . , ... . . .
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coolfng-air pressure 10ss as a function of engine power
and altitude for carburetor settings of maximum economy
and automatic rich for an engine temperature
400° F.
!Th of
The following procedure is used to solve equa-
tion (17) for P:
From the gas law,
.
To + @ 1396P1 - AP
~4=- 13.6P0
[20)
The value of To is 59° F and the value of p.
is 29.9 inches of mercury.
Substituting for
‘4
in equation (17) and solving
for AP by the binomial theorem:
J 12.64 T +~13.6P1 - @’6pJ2- ~ .fT:),.7: ‘e’”12T~AP = (21)
2
Equation (21) contains the variable T4 which iS
not given by the initial conditions. To determine
‘4
eliminate o AP from equations (16) and (17) to obtain4
~: 56,7 &781 (22)
pb - %)’”7’
The value of T
for any values of
4 may be obtained from equation (22)
Th~ Tl~ and Ie. Using 400° F for
Th, a figure may be constructed showing T
tion of 10 with T1 as a parameter.
4 as a fuc.
Figure 11 is
constructed by assigning values to
‘4
and “Tl and
solving for the resulting value of Ie.
—— ---- ..-
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Figure 11.- T as a function of Ie
4 ~ :
and T1.
. .
,.. :
.,
. .
We may now use figure 11 to determine Tl, and cal-
U
culste the value of AP for any altitude or &glne-
Oper~ting condition with Th eqUal to !+OOOP. A value
of T4 for any other value of Th may be determined
from figure 11 by adding ~ - 400 to the values of T4
and T1 of figure 11.
I -.
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. . . . .
Figure..12shows AP as.a function of .1 and alti-
tude for three engine-mixture conditions - automatic
rich, maximum economy, and, as a comparison, I uncor-
redtqd. A typical calculation necessary to detemine
a point on figure 12 follows for the condition of auto-
matic rich carburetor setting at 2000 indicated horse-
power at 20~000 feet altitude.
.-
:ULL.L I
..
0
-.--+ Auto. Rich I
I
500 lWO 1500 2000
I, ihp
+
Figure 12.- Pressure drop as a function of”
horsepower and altitude.
.
The fuel-air ratio as a function of engine power
for automatic rich carburetor setting is shown in
figure 13.
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Figure 13.- Fuel-eir ratio versus I for automatic
rich carburetor setting.
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T1=~-Tl, OF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...372
Correction for Tl from f@re9 . . . . . . . . 1.i14
Pe (turbosupercharger installation),.inches
of mercury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.0
Correction for APe from figure 10 . . . . . . . 1.00
Ie (I t~es correction factors) . . . . . . . . I61O
T4 from figure 11, ‘F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .98
Substitute the above values In equation (21)
13.6 x 13.8 13.6x 13.8)2 - ~2.6 (98 + 460) x ~6101.12
(98 - 28)1”W
llP “
2
AP = 21.8 In. H20
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A method of correlating engine-cooling test data
taken under various conditions based on present usage
and incorporating recent improvements has been developed.
The advantages of the method are:
1. Temperature differences ~re used which approach
the effective average values. The weight flow of cooling
air which determines the rate of heat flow for given
temperature differences is related to the cooling-air
pressure loss and the density of the air behind the
engine cylinders. In consequence of these improvements,
good correlation is assured over a larger range of
altitudes.
2. Application of the method to the solution of
specific problems is simple and direct. This has been
accomplished by relating the heat flow on the hot-gas
side of the cylinder to the indicated horsepower cor-
rected for fuel-air ratio, several temperatures, and the
exhaust back pressure.
----- .- .-— ----
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3. Comparatively few tests are required to obtain
the necessary constants of the correlation equations.
It is not necessary to make separate test runs with con-
stant values of the cooling-air pressure loss and the
indicated horsepower. The tests may be mede on a test
stand or in a wind tunnel at sea level or in flight at
any altitude.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Conruitteefor A.ero.nautics
:LangleyField, Vs., January 17, 1945
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